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Certificated Employee Salary Columnar Advance

1.   Policy.  The preparation salary schedule for monthly rate instructors and other specified certificated 
personnel provides opportunity for advancement from one column to the next higher column through 
participation in approved activities for which salary point allowances are granted.  (See PG B314 and B330).  
Each column on the salary schedule requires more “points” than the immediately preceding column; the 
number of points required for each column is indicated in PG B320, SCHEDULE  (A “point” is equal to 1 
semester unit or 1.5 quarter units).

2. Procedures.  No application is necessary to advance to the next higher column of the schedule.  The advance 
is made when eligible and when required points have been filed. All salary point application must be filed with 
the Office of Personnel Operations, on the appropriate official form, and must be complete, including all

      required attachments.

a.  Columnar advancement.  For employees carried over on the preparation salary schedule from the
        preceding academic year, columnar advancement will be granted  provided:

1.  The study on which the advancement is based has been satisfactorily completed.

2.  The total point credit meets requirements for columnar advancement, and

3.  Point applications, with accompanying verifications of study have been properly
            filed in accordance with established regulations and procedures.

b. Effecive Date of Columnar Advancement.  The date that a point application is filed is the date that it is
       received in the Office of Personnel Operations, or, if sent by United States mail, the date of the postmark.
       The effective date of a columnar advancement shall be the beginning of the pay period following the filing
       date of the point application and accompanying verification of study.  (Board Rule 10604.10)

  3.   Limitation on Column Advance.  After allocation to the salary schedule, column advance cannot be more
        than one column during any 12 month period, up to and including the maximum column on the schedule.
        (Board Rule 10605)

  


